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Death and Other Afflictive Viewpoints

When the utter lucidity of death is initially obvious, it is important not
to stray from lucid clarity and to simply relax and allow it to be as it
is—a blissful expanse free of misery.
The indestructible Four Mainstays—clarity, trainer, training and
community—carry over seamlessly into death as a blissful expanse,
without separation. You are completely at ease and cared for, without
even the need for a body, breathing or communication. The signs of
death appear as increase and evidence of the potency of clarity. This is
easy if you have been introduced to clarity and practiced even slightly.
Immediately upon death there is the absolute resolution of all
viewpoints in primordial bliss, bright and aware. All attachment and
clinging go forever. Past viewpoints are clear and open without a trace.
Present viewpoints are clear and open without a trace. Future
viewpoints are clear and open without a trace. This is the tremendous
release into blissful brightness and joy. By knowing right now exactly
what death is—the powerful blissfulness and joy of total clarity—
everyone is prepared for death.
Always expect death to come at any time. Simply carry on remaining
composed as clarity. This is the proper attitude. If strong panic and
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fearful images appear during life or death, utter lucidity immediately
devours them as its own blissful energy.
By the power of clarity assurance in all viewpoints, death comes easily
knowing that all images arise as in a hologram or rainbow, vanishing
naturally without a trace. So right now rest assuredly in clarity as
afflictive states appear. The clarity you rest in is shining forth within
the afflictive state, and is not looking at it from a distance, like a cat
watching a mouse. In instinctive clarity, at the moment of death there
is no going from one place to another. There is simply a supercomplete and blissful bright state, which is free from someone going
somewhere.
When dying do not worry about what will happen to your possessions,
including your body. Let whoever wants them take them, like
something without an owner. Simply rest blissfully, as primordial
clarity. There will be a buoyant and light feeling, like space pouring
into space or sunlight in air. Since nothing appears that is not free in
your own place of utterly lucid clarity, rest vividly without thinking of
anything whatsoever.
When the breathing body stops, the great luminosity arises, like a
clear sky dawning—your own nature. You rest as this continuity of
perfection. Therefore, it is best to be weary of identification with points
of view now, and decide you have had enough. Thus come to terms
right now with the importance of recognizing that disturbing emotions
are simply the names of clarity’s tremendous power.
Relax in the power of clarity and carry on realizing the power and
meaning of viewpoints being free of limiting influence. Viewpoints
arise, endure, and subside naturally like an invisible breeze in space.
With authentic reliance on the power of clarity, disturbing states are
undermined.
The principle of the beneficial power of clarity is in its surge of
viewpoints. Carry on instinctively, recognizing ordinary clarity as the
surge of each here-and-now. It is impossible for clarity to become
undermined by viewpoints, so just relax like the powerful ease of the
great ocean, filled with vital energy and power regardless of ups and
downs.
With instinctive clarity as the single focus, no countermeasure or
curative fantasy is necessary to effect relief, and so antidotes to
disturbing states are done away with. Because “you” are the surge of
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clarity itself, excessive interest in viewpoints is subsumed in very vivid
clarity and their stories and patterns reside in their innate beneficial
power and energy.
Because the simple lucidity of clarity undermines the very idea of
existence of non-recognition of clarity, non-recognition is thoroughly
cut at the root. Because sensory impressions and visual images are
fueled only by clarity, by sustaining its essence, they are recognized to
be the power of clarity.
Similarly, sounds of all kinds, evident due to clarity are all recognized
equally as self-sounds of clarity and are like an echo unfolding in air—
pure, clear and without effect. Thus sensory impressions, visual
images and sounds are the powerful dynamic energy of clarity.
Due to this there are no compelling stories or emotional reactions
whatsoever and the disturbing aspect of viewpoints is exhausted
completely. There is complete power shining from within all descriptive
frameworks. Viewpoints are the surging beneficial power of clarity
itself, and this is the crucial point.
By the power of clarity, all subtle points of view are settled into a
natural state of indestructible stability, so they do not need to be
forced to enter into a stable state by applying counter activities
designed to oppose them as some kind of danger or threat. When all
viewpoints are left to flow on by, they ramp up to their natural
potency. Everything is perceived as the power of clarity rather than as
manifestations of confusion, disturbance, affliction or reification.
Instinctive clarity is the supercharged beneficial power devouring
viewpoints. Instinctive clarity demonstrates power in its actual
expression as immediate circumstances. This is complete power in all
experience, complete perceptual openness in all experience, freedom
in immediate perception.
The power of directly encountering all disturbing mental, emotional,
physical and experiential states as the actual potent force of beneficial
power allows you to plan for death without shrinking away from it.
Simply, injury, sickness, aging and death are another series of
emphatic statements of the actual potent force of clarity’s allconsuming, indestructible power. By the power of clarity, all
viewpoints are raw and real clarity power. The intensity of allowing all
viewpoints to be as they are breaks through to obvious clarity at all
times.
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Letting all points of view be as they actually are, there is a super
charged expanse of intelligent benefit, superpower and surety, the
emptying of all points of view of their ignorant meaning forever, and
the great launching of universal benefit, potency and accord.
The Four Mainstays are the indestructible vehicle comprised of the
clarity body, speech, mind, qualities and activities, living boldly and
freely, aware that death can come at any moment, completely
prepared and relaxed about it, super-intelligent clarity the only
relation, purpose and meaning in all viewpoints. Right now, without
hesitation, carry on extracting and totally enjoying the power of all
viewpoints.
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Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1. Write today’s training.
2. How are the Four Mainstays all-pervasive? What is death? How is it
instinctively recognized that viewpoints are the culmination of
supercharged intelligent clarity and spontaneous benefit, prosperity
and generosity?
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